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Sunday Catch up.

Hey ! 

Here's your weekly catch-up on the latest vegan news. 

If you spot the next big thing, share it with me by replying to this email or on

social media. I like to get the word out!

Have fun!

Vegans are back with their adverts on the back of Shropshire buses
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A group of vegans in Shropshire have admitted being behind heartstring-pulling adverts on

the backs of buses.

Read more

| Shropshire Star

'The Lion Diet' Founder Hits Out At TED For Promoting Veganism Over

Meat-Only Diet

The Lion Diet founder Mikhaila Peterson, daughter of Jordan Peterson, hit out at TEDx for

posting vegan content instead of her pro-meat talk

Read more
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Plant Based News

Parents' fury as school bans meat from lunch menu with fully

vegetarian meals

The primary has removed meat from its school dinners, offering pupils vegetarian meals

instead and requesting that students avoid bringing meat in packed lunches.

Read more

Daily Record

Online store Ocado snaps up vegan marshmallows after ‘Veganuary’

proves popular with consumers
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 Pick 'n' Mix  Chocolate  Popcorn

Vegan confectionery specialists Free From Fellows has secured a listing in online retailer

Ocado for its new range of vegan marshmallows.

Read more

confectionerynews.com

Portugal Bans ‘Vegan Leather’ Moniker, Says Term Misleads

Consumers

Portugal has become the latest country to ban the use of terms such as 'vegan leather' to

prevent consumer duping.

Read more

Green Queen

Joshua
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Alleway's Confectionary
100% Vegan Sweets & Treats

54-57 Allison Street,

Birmingham,

B5 5TH

0121 633 5539

hello@alleways.co.uk
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made a purchase from us.
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